
An article in Milling in June 
1950 drew attention to a new 
mill in Pretoria. The city had 
long been acknowledged as one 
of	South	Africa’s	finest,	along	
with	its	magnificent	Jacaranda	
tree, and structures such as the 
famous Union Buildings. In 
1950 its attractiveness remained 

unspoiled, despite the fact that to a great extent in the preceding 
years, industrialisation had taken over. The authorities had 
confined	industrial	growth	to	a	well-planned	area	outside	the	
city boundaries, with many industries previously within the city 
relocating. One of these was the Ruto Flour Mills, Ltd.

Considered extremely up to date at that time, the mill was built 
in the centre of the city in 1885 by two pioneers of Pretoria, F 
Bourke and T Beckett. The principal machine was a horizontal 
stone	mill	fitted	with	French	burr	stones.	At	first,	business	was	
mainly	confined	to	grinding	for	local	farmers,	who	brought	
their	wheat	and	maize	to	be	processed	into	finished	products	for	
their own use. The fame of this new mill soon spread and “The 
Black Mills” became known as one of the best gristing mills in 
the country. They were so-called because the building had been 
tarred in order to preserve the bricks (no machine-made bricks 
were available in those days). 

The chief cereal food in the late 19th century was mealies, a 
large percentage of which was processed by hand stamping. With 
regard to wheaten products, the most popular grade was known as 
sifted Boer meal and consisted of a meal ground on stones from 
which the coarse bran had been extracted. Even in the 1950s a 
somewhat	refined	version	of	this	long	extraction	flour	found	great	
favour among farmers who took their own wheat to the nearest 
grist mill.

Pretoria was an ideal location, being a large consuming centre, 
conveniently situated close to Johannesburg, the Witwatersrand 
areas and large farming districts. As the country developed, an 
expanding market for wheat products was created, and from time 
to time, in order to meet the public demand for better quality 
products the plant was improved.

In 1919, Mr S Rutowitz acquired the mill and immediately set 
about the task of modernising the plant, concentrating on making 
quality	the	first	consideration.	The	mill	became	very	well	known,	
not only on account of its trade with bakers, but also through its 
policy	of	supplying	the	shops	with	flour	in	small	bags	of	five,	ten	
and	twenty	five	Pounds	(lbs).

With the passing of time the mills the capacity was increased 
with the addition of Robinson machines. 

In 1946, it was decided to erect a new mill at Pretoria West, 
a site with all of the necessary facilities for the economical 
handling	of	the	grain	and	finished	products	had	been	acquired.	
The	building	consisted	of	a	flour	mill	and	a	large	capacity	maize	
plant, capable of producing the highest quality granulated maize 
meal.
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As a considerable amount of the machinery in the old mill had 
been supplied in the previous years, a good deal of this was used. 
An order was placed with Thomas Robinson & Son Ltd, through 
their agents, Reunert & Lenz Ltd, for the balance of machinery 
required for the installation of a mill on the most modern lines. 
By this time, Mr S Rutowitz, the original owner, had now been 
joined by his son, Mr R Rutowitz. By dedicating all of his 
enthusiasm and energy to this new project, much of the credit was 
given to Mr R Rutowitz for its success.

Robinson’s were commissioned to plan the mill to the best 
advantage	on	the	new	site,	with	the	result	being	that	a	five-storey	
building	was	erected	with	excellent	floor	heights	and	ample	light	
from	the	generous	window	space.	The	flour	mill	was	on	one	side	
of the building and the maize mill, which comprised two lines of 
diagonal	rollers,	purifiers,	plansifters	and	reels,	on	the	other.
There	was	an	extremely	efficient	cleaning	plant	for	both	wheat	

and maize. One of the principal machines in the former plant 
was the Robinson JOm type conditioner, which had proved so 
effective for the treatment of South African wheats. Also included 
was the latest KKm type combined stoner, washer and whizzer.
In	the	mill	itself	there	were	five	breaks	and	ample	purification	

and generous reduction surface. The scalping, grading and 
dressing of the breaks and head reductions was done on JSm 
type quick change plansifters, with loose clothing frames, their 
outstanding feature was the large amount of dressing surface 
available. The dressing of the remaining stocks was carried out on 
centrifugals.
High	speed	exhaust	with	visi-control	units	were	fitted	

throughout	both	the	flour	and	maize	plants,	and	all	dust	was	dealt	
with	on	suction	filter	dust	collectors.	The	mill	was	electrically	
driven and power was transmitted throughout by means of chain 
and Dixel rope drives.

The erection of the machinery was carried out under the 
supervision of Mr J Greenwood, who, for many years, was one 
of Robinson’s chief erectors. In 1982 Ruto Mills were sold to 
Fedfood, which is now known as RCL Foods (Pty) Ltd.
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